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Abstract
Motivated by a planned automated cargo transportation network, we consider
transportation problems in which the finite capacity of resources has to be taken
into account. We present a flexible modeling methodology which allows to construct,
evaluate, and improve feasible solutions. The modeling is evaluated on instances
stemming from a simulation model of the planned cargo transportation system.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider transportation problems in which the finite capacity of resources
(such as vehicle parking places and docks for loading and unloading) has to be taken into
account. The motivation of our research is a planned automated cargo transportation
network using AGVs around Schiphol Airport, the Netherlands (see van der Heijden et
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al. [10]). To run such a network, a wide range of coherent decisions has to be taken, such
as prioritising transportation jobs, load consolidation, assignment of loads to AGVs and
docks (for loading), assignment of loaded AGVs to docks (for unloading), and redistribution
of empty AGVs to cope with imbalanced transportation flows. A suitable logistic planning
and control system should be fast and flexible, that is, it should be able to take decisions
in real time, taking into account rapidly changing circumstances (such as the arrival of
rush jobs and AGV failures), and the limited resource capacities. Van der Heijden et
al. [10] developed a local control concept, in which they use relatively simple heuristics
and algorithms for each decision. Although such an approach is fast and flexible indeed,
efficient resource usage is not guaranteed. Integration of some key decisions may improve
the system performance, see Van der Heijden et al. [9] and Ebben et al. [8].
Therefore, it is interesting to determine to which extend and under which circumstances
integral optimisation improves the system performance in terms of reaching the same ser-
vice levels using less resources (or reaching higher service levels using the same resources).
Obviously, such an integral approach should still be fast and flexible. Real-life situations
often incorporate a lot of side constraints, which are often not included in the available
approaches. In our approach, we are able to include all resource capacity constraints, such
as limited loading/unloading capacity and limited parking space on the terminals. In this
paper, we will present a generic model for integral network scheduling that can meet these
requirements. The emphasis is on developing a flexible modeling methodology, facilitating
construction, evaluation, and improvement of feasible solutions. Although our method
facilitates optimization, we do not consider such optimization algorithms with their per-
formance in this paper. As an example, we will show how our model can be implemented
for the automated transportation network mentioned above. However, our approach is
suitable to deal with other heavily automated transportation and transshipment systems
as well, such as scheduling of container terminals, where loading and unloading operations
have to be scheduled using cranes and vehicles (see Meersmans [14]), and transshipment
facilities (see Kozan [12], Kozan and Preston [13], Bostel and Dejax [3]).
The stated requirements indicate that the considered transportation systems are quite
complex and general and that the resulting problems form a combination of scheduling and
vehicle routing aspects. This combination is hardly considered in the literature. Within the
scheduling area, transports or routing aspects are often neglected or only simple variants
of these aspects are treated:
• within robotic cells only simple movements by a robotic arm are possible (for a survey
cf. Crama et al. [6])
• shop problems with transportation times incorporated consider basicly the vehicles
as additional machines, i.e. they assume fixed transportation times and neglect the
parking aspects within terminals and the handling of empty vehicles (see e.g. Bilge
& Ulusoy [2] or Hurink & Knust [11])
• shop problems with buffers consider the parking storage aspects between machines
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but do not combine these aspects with transportation issues or vehicles (see e.g.
Nowicki [15] or Brucker et al. [4]).
On the other hand, in the routing area capacities within locations or timing restrictions
are often neglected or treated very simplified:
• in the vehicle routing problem with time windows only timing restrictions on the
load/unload operation are given (see e.g. Cordeau et al. [5])
• the capacitated vehicle routing problem considers only capacities for the vehicles but
not for the locations (see e.g. Ralphs et al. [16])
Thus, the considered problem forms a new challenging problem where two areas with
different approaches are combined.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we will give a more
detailed description of the problems that we consider. Then, in Section 3, we present our
model for these problems. Section 4 describes how we construct a feasible solution and
we apply this approach in Section 5 to a real-life situation. In Section 6, we discuss some
model extensions, stemming from practical cases. Section 7 ends this paper by giving a
number of conclusions and suggestions for further research.
2 Problem description
Transportation systems in general have two main layers: the physical layer and the logistic
layer. The physical layer of the system is considered to be fixed. It specifies the locations,
where decisions with respect to the transports have to be made, the possible connections
between these locations, and the equipment (vehicles) which is used for the transports.
The logistic layer uses the physical part as input and specifies the orders or tasks which
have to be performed by the system. In the following three subsections we specify the
transportation system considered in this paper by describing the components of the two
layers in more detail. Based on the specifications given in these three subsections, in
Subsection 2.4 we discuss the type of decisions which have to be taken within the considered
transportation model and the objectives which will guide these decisions.
2.1 The system network
The system network is the part of the physical layer which specifies the ’decision’ locations
(called terminals in this paper) and connections between them. In our model, terminals
are locations where orders may depart and arrive and, thus, loading and/or unloading
operations take place. These terminals may have a rather complex substructure. Their
main characteristics are their capacities to store vehicles and to load/unload vehicles. Thus,
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in the considered transportation system, a terminal consists of a terminal parking and a
set of docks to handle load and/or unload operations. Within the terminal, connections
between the parking and the docks are given, i.e. the terminal contains a small ’system
network’ itself. We assume that the structure within a terminal can be expressed by
travel times necessary to travel between the parking and the docks. Although, in general,
terminals may have a rather complex structure, also special terminals which contain only
a parking or which have no parking may exist.
Between the terminals connections exist. We assume that each existing direct connection
between two terminals consists of a unidirectional single track without any intermediate
terminals on this track. For each connection a length is given. This length is used to
estimate the travel time for the connection.
It remains to describe the ingredients of a terminal - docks and parkings - in more detail.
Docks: Docks are the places where the vehicles are physically loaded and unloaded. They
consist of a dock parking (often very small - place for one or two vehicles or even no
parking) and a set of parallel servers (often only one). A vehicle enters a dock via the
parking and will be directed to one of the servers, where the load or unload operation
takes place. Within a dock the times for loading or unloading a vehicle on a server and the
setup time between two consecutive vehicles on a server (minimal time between the leave
of a vehicle and the arrival of the next vehicle on the server) are given.
Parkings: A parking (terminal parking as well as dock parking) is specified by the number
of vehicles which jointly may occupy the parking and by the operating mode of the parking.
As operating modes we consider FIFO (the vehicles have to leave the parking in the same
order in which they entered it) or an arbitrary mode.
2.2 The transportation equipment
In general there are three important characteristics of vehicles. One main characteristic
is given by the number of items a vehicle can transport. The simplest case occurs if
each vehicle can transport only one item a time. In this case, the route of a vehicle is
characterized by a sequence of orders assigned to the vehicle. The vehicle has to travel
from the origin to the destination of an order and, afterwards, to the origin of the next
order. In our model we assume that for each pair of locations the used route is fixed.
The more general case where each vehicle has a certain capacity leads to a more complex
routing problem: for the vehicle a sequence in which the orders assigned to the vehicle are
picked up and delivered has to be determined. This sequence must be chosen such that
the capacity of the vehicle is respected.
A second important characteristic of the transportation equipment is given by the speed
of the vehicles. Again, the homogeneous case, where all vehicles have the same speed,
is the easiest to deal with. For the heterogeneous case (different speeds for the vehicles)
congestion may have a large influence on the behavior of the system.
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A third characteristic of the transportation equipment is the size of the vehicles. If vehicles
of different size are in the system, some of the terminals/docks may not be reachable by
all vehicles and, thus, side constraints on the assignment of orders to vehicles have to be
taken into account.
In this paper we consider the simplest case of homogeneous vehicles with respect to speed
and size which can transport only one order/item a time. As a consequence, in our model
no congestion on tracks is taken into account and the arrival time of a transportation is
equal to the departure time plus a fixed travel time. Furthermore, the only specification
for this part of the system is the number of available vehicles. However, the presented
approaches can be adapted to different speeds and sizes without much effort. An adaption
to vehicles that can transport several orders a time is not straightforward and asks for new
techniques.
2.3 The orders
Following the choice for the vehicles, the orders are considered to be one-item orders. The
origin and destination of an order is specified on terminal level. Furthermore, an earliest
and latest departure time from the origin terminal and an earliest and latest arrival time
at the destination terminal are given.
2.4 Decisions and objectives
The basic decision within the presented model is when and how to transport the given
orders from their origin to their destination terminal. We first specify the necessary de-
cisions within the transportation system and the restriction on these decisions a bit more
detailed.
To transport an order, first a vehicle has to be assigned to this order. This vehicle may be
at some other location and, thus, the vehicle may have to travel to the origin terminal of
the order. Next, a dock, a server within the dock, and a time for loading the order have
to be specified. After loading, the vehicle has to travel from the origin to the destination
terminal. We assume that for a given origin/destination pair this route is fixed (e.g. by
taking always the shortest route if more possibilities are available). The traveled route
may be a direct connection between the terminals or it may pass through other terminals.
In the first case only the timing of the transportation has to be specified. In the latter
case besides the timing of all subparts of the transport (direct transportation between two
terminals), also the handling within the intermediate terminals has to be fixed. At the
destination terminal the vehicle can be assigned directly to a dock for unloading or it first
can be directed to the terminal parking before being send to a dock. Again, a dock, a server
within the dock, and a time for unloading the order have to be specified. After unloading
the vehicle, the next destination of the vehicle has to be specified. This destination either
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will be a place to load a next order or a parking where the vehicle can wait for its next order.
In both cases, again, the corresponding transportation of the vehicle to this destination
has to be timed.
Summarizing, one can state that a solution for the transportation model consists of
• an assignment of orders to vehicles,
• for each vehicle a sequence in which this vehicle transports the orders assigned to it.
• an assignment of orders to parkings and/or docks and servers, and
• a timing of all resulting transports.
All these decisions have to be done in such a way that the resulting solution is feasible. To
achieve feasibility, one has to ensure that
• two consecutive transports of a vehicle fit to each other (timing, common location,
consistent loading, ...)
• the capacities of the parkings are respected
• the parking type (FIFO, arbitrary) is respected
• servers handle only one vehicle at a time
• the ’service’ times (load, unload, setup, ...) are respected.
Two objective functions that are often used are:
• Respect the given timing restrictions of the orders as much as possible.
Ideally, each order will be loaded at its origin terminal within the time interval
specified for the departure and will be unloaded within the time interval specified for
the arrival. However, often it will be impossible to meet all these goals. Thus, we
allow a violation of the latest departure and latest arrival times and penalize these
violations.
• Minimize the total length of empty vehicle movements.
Between two orders executed consecutively by the same vehicle, a movement of the
vehicle from the destination terminal of the first order to the origin of the second
order may be necessary. These movements should be minimized to reduce cost and
congestion.
At the end of Section 3, we will give a more formal description of the class of objective
functions that can be handled with our model.
In the following section we describe a compact way of representing solutions for this prob-
lem. The chosen approach is based on approaches in the scheduling area where additionally
the routing aspects are taken into account.
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3 Representation of solutions
In the previous section we have seen that solutions consist of assignments, sequences, and
timing of orders, vehicles, or transports taking into account the capacities within the termi-
nals and the timing constraints. Such a solution may be represented by a set of transports
and a corresponding timing of them. However, in the area of scheduling it is not very handy
to use the concrete timing of activities within the representation of solutions since iterative
as well as enumerative methods have problems with these type of representations. As a
consequence, mainly assignments and sequences are used to represent solutions. These rep-
resentations are chosen such that a corresponding timing can be calculated efficiently. In
the following, we give such a representation of solutions for the considered transportation
model and a corresponding method for the resulting timing. Afterwards, in Section 4, we
present a method how a representation of a feasible solution can be achieved.
The basic elements of the representation are transports. Each transport is characterized
by its origin and destination location and the order which is transported (also ’empty’
orders may be assigned). The basic structures of the representation are sequences of these
transports. The sequences are introduced for certain types of locations (docks, parkings)
and for vehicles. For a vehicle, the sequence gives all transports to be carried out by the
vehicle (including empty transports) and the corresponding order. For the locations, the
sequences are chosen such that they enable us to determine a timing of the transports within
the locations. Whereas for pure scheduling problems or scheduling problems with simple
transportation models one sequence per location (machines, robots, etc.) is sufficient, it
will turn out that in general for docks and parkings one insequence and one outsequence
are needed. Given a set of transportation sequences for the locations, in a straightforward
manner, the assignments of vehicles to parkings/docks can be achieved by just looking in
which dock- or parking-sequence a certain vehicle occurs. The assignment of vehicles to
servers within a dock and the timing of all the transports needs some more effort. For each
location, the corresponding sequences are checked on consistency (local feasibility). This
consistency is necessary but not sufficient for being able to determine a feasible timing
on the base of the given sequences. Together with the consistency, for a dock also the
assignment of the vehicles to the servers is determined. Furthermore, on the base of the
transportation sequences for the locations and vehicles, timing relations for the transports
are derived. Together with some additional timing constraints resulting from the orders,
these relations are represented by a directed graph and the timing of the transports results
from longest path calculations in this graph (during this calculation, also global infeasibility
can be detected). In the remainder of this section, we present this approach in more detail.
As mentioned above, the basic elements of the representation are transports. A trans-
portation consists of:
• an origin and a destination location: These locations are either a terminal parking
or a dock. Between these two locations, a direct transportation (without passing any
other terminal) has to be possible.
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• a vehicle: It indicates which vehicle handles the transport
• an order: It indicates which order is transported (the order may be an ’empty’ order).
• a travel time.
For such a transportation the departure time at the origin location and the arrival time at
the destination location have to be determined. These times have to differ exactly by the
travel time.
By specifying a set of transports (without timing!), already some decisions are made: For
each order, the subset of transports corresponding to this order specifies the route the
order will take through the network and whether or not the order has to go via a terminal
parking. Furthermore, the transportation starting at the origin terminal specifies the dock
at which the order is loaded and the transportation ending at the destination terminal
specifies the dock at which the order is unloaded.
To achieve a timing of the transports and, thus, a complete schedule, we have to couple the
transports in order to avoid conflicts at the different resources (vehicles, parkings, servers,
etc.). This is realized by sequences of transports.
• A vehicle gets one sequence. This sequence indicates which transports are carried
out by the vehicle and the corresponding order.
• A dock and each terminal parking gets an insequence and an outsequence. They
indicate the order in which the transports (i.e. the vehicles which carry out the
transports) enter and leave the dock or parking.
Each transportation is inserted in the outsequence of the origin location, in the insequence
of the destination location, and in the sequence of the vehicle which handles the transport.
The sequences indicate in which order the transports will be handled. However, they do not
directly lead to a schedule (start times for the transports). In the remainder of this section,
we present necessary conditions which have to be fulfilled by the sequences belonging to a
location or to a vehicle to enable a feasible schedule respecting a given set of transportation
sequences and a method to calculate a timing of the transports.
For consistency, the following conditions have to be satisfied:
• Vehicle sequence:
Two consecutive transports in a vehicle sequence must ’fit’ together; i.e.
– the destination location of the first transportation must be equal to the origin
destination of the second,
– if the orders of the two transports are different,
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∗ the first transportation either must be an empty transportation or its des-
tination location must be equal to the destination location of the first order
(where it will be unloaded) and
∗ the second transportation either must be an empty transportation or its
origin location must be equal to the origin location of the second order
(where it will be loaded),
– all transports related to an order must be sequenced consecutively.
• Parking:
If the operating mode of the parking is FIFO, the in- and outsequence of the parking
must be equal in the sense that the vehicles corresponding to the ith transports
in both sequences are the same. Otherwise, if we have a parking with arbitrary
operating mode and capacity c, we have to ensure that a vehicle cannot pass more
than c − 1 vehicles in the parking, i.e. if a transport occurs within the outsequence
at position i, its vehicle has to correspond to a transportation which occurs in the
insequence not later than position i + c (see Figure 1 for an example with c = 3).
Insequence Outsequence
Veh.1
Veh.2
Veh.3
Veh.4
Veh.5
Veh.3
Veh.2
Veh.5
Veh.1
Veh.4
Figure 1: Arbitrary Parking with capacity c = 3
• Docks:
A dock consists of a dock parking (denote its capacity by c) and a set of servers
(denote the number of servers by s). Within the dock a vehicle may pass only a
limited number of other vehicles. This number depends on s and, if the operating
mode of the dock parking is not FIFO, also on c: if the parking is a FIFO parking, a
vehicle may pass s− 1 vehicles and, otherwise, it may pass s+ c− 1 vehicles. Thus,
the restrictions on the sequences can be derived in the same way as for parkings.
After checking the consistency of the sequences, it remains to determine a timing of the
transports. The sequences at one location or for one vehicle lead to ’local’ timing relations
between transports. These relations may be represented by a directed graph. Using this
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graph, a schedule respecting the given sequences can be calculated by longest path calcu-
lations and feasibility is reduced to checking whether the graph contains a positive cycle
or not. In the following we will describe the construction of the graph, representing the
timing relations resulting from a given set of sequences, in more detail.
The timing relations will be represented by a graph G = (V,A, l), where V denotes the
set of vertices, A the set of directed arcs, and l : A → R is the length function for the
arcs. Each vertex represents either a departure or an arrival of a transport and a solution
is given by an assignment of times s(i) to all vertices i ∈ V . An arc (i, j) ∈ A with length
lij expresses a timing relation of the form
s(i) + lij ≤ s(j),
i.e. the start of the event i plus lij must be before the start of event j. Since the above
timing relations correspond to longest path conditions, a schedule respecting all timing
relations from the arc set A can be achieved by longest path calculations.
It remains to explain how the graph corresponding to a fixed set of transports and sequences
is constructed (we assume that the given sequences are consistent).
• Vertices:
For each transportation t two vertices td and ta are introduced. Vertex td corresponds
to the departure and vertex ta to the arrival of t.
• Travel times:
Since the travel time (let ∆ be this time) is fixed for a given transportation t, the
times s(td) and s(ta) must differ exactly by the distance ∆; i.e.
s(td) + ∆ = s(ta).
This relation can be expressed by two arcs (td, ta) and (ta, td) of length ltd,ta = ∆
and lta,td = −∆. The arc (td, ta) of length ∆ ensures that s(ta) ≥ s(td) + ∆, whereas
the arc (ta, td) of length −∆ ensures that s(td) ≥ s(ta) − ∆. Combining these two
inequalities results in the required equality.
• Order:
We have to ensure that the departure of the first transportation belonging to an order
does not depart before the earliest departure time (EDT) and the last transportation
belonging to an order does not arrive before the earliest arrival time (EAT). This can
be ensured by two arcs from a dummy node representing the start of the schedule
and the nodes corresponding to the departure of the first and arrival of the last
transportation of length EDT or EAT, respectively.
• Parking:
If the parking has FIFO mode, the in- and outsequence of the parking must be the
same. First, we have to ensure that the transports arrive in the order given by the
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insequence, depart in the order of the outsequence, and that between two consecutive
arrivals (departures) a safety distance sin (sout) is taken into account. More precisely,
if t˜ and tˆ are two consecutive transports in the insequence (outsequence), the timing
relation
s(t˜a) + sin ≤ s(tˆa) (s(t˜d) + sout ≤ s(tˆd)) (1)
has to be fulfilled. Furthermore, we have to ensure that a vehicle does not leave
the parking with a transportation tˆ before the vehicle has arrived with its previous
transportation t˜ i.e.
s(t˜a) + spark ≤ s(tˆd), (2)
where spark denotes a minimal time needed between the entering and the leaving of
a vehicle. Finally, we have to ensure that for a parking capacity is respected, i.e.
for a parking with capacity c the (i+ c)th transportation t˜ cannot enter the parking
before the ith transportation tˆ has left the parking; i.e.
s(t˜a) ≥ s(tˆd). (3)
• Dock:
In the same way as for parkings, we ensure that the transports respect the in- and
outsequence and corresponding safety distances, the vehicle sequence, as well as the
capacity of the dock (see (1), (2) and (3)). It remains to take into account the time
distance between two transports using the same server. If in the dock only one server
is available, these timing relations can be incorporated in the relation (1) for the
outsequence: replace the safety distance sout by the setup time plus the processing
time (load and/or unload time) of the vehicle corresponding to transportation tˆ
(assuming that the safety distance is smaller than this new distance). If more than
one server is available, first an assignment of vehicles to servers is calculated and then
the just mentioned timing relations for two transports processed consecutively on a
server are added. A best assignment respecting the given in- and outsequence can
be calculated as follows: when a server gets free (the order in which they get free is
determined by the outsequence) we try to put directly that vehicle (transport) which
comes first in the outsequence and which has not been assigned to a server yet onto
the free server. If this is not possible (the capacity of the dock parking does not allow
this vehicle to enter the dock) we first move vehicles from the dock parking to servers
until the specified vehicle can enter the dock and move to the server. The choice,
which vehicles (transports) leave the dock parking is again determined by the order
in which the transports occur in the outsequence. Note, that the given construction
is not based on a concrete timing of the transports, but considers only sequences in
which tasks are executed.
The values s(i) respecting the given timing relations can be achieved by calculating the
longest path from the dummy node representing the start of the schedule to all vertices. If
this longest path calculation detects no global infeasibility (positive cycles), the resulting
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schedule gives earliest possible departure and arrival times within the class of all schedules
respecting the given vehicle-, dock-, parking, and bidirectional sequences. Note that due
to the fixed travel times also negative arc lengths lij occur and, thus, more general longest
path methods like the Floyd-Warshall algorithm (cf. Ahuja et al. [1]) have to be used to
calculate a best schedule respecting a given set of sequences.
Our model is able to cope with any objective function for which it is optimal that, given a
set of sequences for the transports, all transports are performed as early as possible. Such
objective functions include minimizing the number of late orders, minimizing the maximum
or mean lateness, minimizing the time to complete all orders (‘makespan’), and minimizing
the total length of empty vehicle movements. For the latter objective function, the timing of
the transportation is not important, given a set of sequences for the transports. Therefore,
it is also optimal to perform the transports as early as possible. An example of an objective
function that cannot be handled by our model is minimizing earliness costs. In this case, it
might be better to postpone a transport, although it would be feasible to perform it now.
4 Constructive heuristic
In this section, we present a heuristic approach to calculate a schedule for the considered
transportation problem. The basic idea is to first determine a schedule with a priority
driven heuristic. This schedule respects most of the capacity and timing constraints, but
may violate e.g. the capacity constraints of a terminal parking or some safety distances.
From this schedule, all relevant information for a solution representation (vehicle and in-
and outsequences) is taken, the corresponding graph representing the timing relations is
constructed, and via longest path calculations a new (and feasible!) schedule is achieved.
4.1 An event based heuristic
The heuristic that we use is ‘event based’, i.e. we distinguish moments in time (‘events’)
at which decisions have to be made. The events are stored on an event list. On this list,
events are ordered by the time at which they occur (the ‘event time’). We distinguish
events for completion of tasks, for arrival of vehicles at a terminal, and for arrival of orders
at a terminal. In the heuristic, we remove the first event from the event list and decide
which actions to take. The decisions may imply new events that should be stored on the
event list. For example, if an order arrives at a terminal, we may decide to move a vehicle
from the central parking to this terminal in order to transport the order. The arrival of
this vehicle at the terminal, which will be later than the current event time, is a new event
which we store on the event list. After we removed an event from the event list, took the
decisions to be made, and stored the new events on the event list, we remove the event
that is now first on the list, decide what to do, and so on.
In the following, we give the general ideas we use to decide which actions to take at a
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certain event time.
Suppose that a vehicle arrives at a terminal to load or unload an order (a ‘vehicle arrival
event’). Upon arrival, we first check whether we can send the vehicle directly to an available
dock server. If there is no free server, we evaluate whether there is space available to move
the vehicle to a dock parking. If there is no room on one of the dock parkings, we move
the vehicle to the terminal parking. Note that this leads to an infeasible solution if there
is no free parking place in the terminal parking. For now, we accept this infeasibility in
the schedule. In Section 4.2, we show how we resolve such infeasibilities.
Suppose now that a server finished loading and/or unloading a vehicle (a ‘completion
event’). If the vehicle was loaded, then we send it to the destination terminal of the loaded
order. If the vehicle was unloaded, then we evaluate whether there are orders waiting to
be transported at the current terminal or at other terminals. If such orders are available,
we select one of these orders and directly load it at this terminal or send the vehicle to
the origin terminal of the order. If there is no order waiting for transport, then we send
the vehicle to a central parking for empty vehicles (assuming that there is such a parking).
After loading and/or unloading a vehicle, the server is available for a next load or unload
operation. If the associated dock has a dock parking, we examine whether a vehicle is
waiting in this parking. If there is such a vehicle, we move this vehicle to the server and
move another vehicle (if available) from the terminal parking to the free place in the dock
parking. If the dock has no dock parking, then we scan the terminal parking for a vehicle
waiting for loading or unloading an order.
If an order arrives at a terminal to be transported (an ‘order arrival event’), we try to find
a vehicle that is available for transporting this order. We do not only consider vehicles
that are waiting for a next order to be transported, but we also consider vehicles that are
currently transporting an order. Upon arrival of an order at a terminal, we look in the
near future (by examining the event list) whether a vehicle will arrive for unloading an
order at this terminal. We may decide to assign the new order to this vehicle as the next
order that it will transport.
If a new order cannot be assigned to any vehicle, then we put this order on a so-called
waiting order list. If a vehicle becomes available after unloading an order, we scan this
waiting order list for an order to assign to this vehicle.
4.2 Final schedule
The priority driven heuristic described above determines a set of transports and a corre-
sponding timing of these transports. However, the induced schedule may violate some of
the constraints mentioned in Section 2 and 3, e.g. the capacity of the terminal parking and
the safety distances are neglected. Taking into account also these constraints makes the
development of a priority heuristic much more complicated. However, we can overcome
this problem by neglecting the determined timing of the transports and using only the
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structural information of the ’infeasible’ schedule (the introduced transports, the vehicle
sequences, and the in- and outsequences of the locations). This structural information
gives a representation of a solution, and based on the method presented in Section 3 a new
schedule is calculated. Although this new solution has the same structure as the previous
solution, it may differ from it:
• transports from different locations may arrive at a parking at the same time in the
previous schedule but must have a safety distance in the new schedule
• in the previous schedule, a vehicle may arrive at a terminal even though no parking
space is available, whereas in the new schedule this vehicle has to leave the previous
terminal later in order to be able to insert it directly in a parking
• in the previous schedule, a vehicle is send to its next location/order (parking, server,
next order) at the time the next location gets free or the next order is assigned to
it, whereas in the new schedule the vehicle can anticipate on the next task already
earlier.
Summarizing, the new schedule now takes into account all restrictions and the transports
may anticipate on the ’knowledge’ that servers/parkings get free or orders arrive. Conse-
quently, the makespan of the new schedule may differ from that of the previous schedule.
As we will see in the next section, for practical instances the new schedule mostly is better
than the previous one.
5 An application
In this section, we apply our model and heuristic to instances derived from a practical
case. It is one of the planned layouts for an automated cargo transportation system around
Schiphol Airport (The Netherlands), which we discussed in the introduction. Subsection 5.1
gives some details on this case. Afterwards, in Subsection 5.2, we give some results of
computational experiments.
5.1 The OLS case
In this section, we give a rough sketch of the application that we used to test our modeling
framework. For details, we refer to Ebben [7].
To avoid road congestion, a highly automated underground transportation system using
automatic guided vehicles (AGVs) is being developed around Schiphol Airport, connecting
the airport with the world’s largest flower auction market in Aalsmeer and a planned rail
terminal (near Hoofddorp or Schiphol Airport). The system should be able to handle
different order deadlines and should guarantee reliable throughput times. It is unique in
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Figure 2: Considered layout at Schiphol.
its scale, incorporating 16-25 km tubes connecting five to 20 terminals, and it includes up
to 200 AGVs to transport an estimated 3.5 million tons of cargo in 2020. To operate this
system in a reliable and efficient way, it would need an innovative planning and control
system for logistics, which takes the order deadlines and limited resource capacities at the
terminals into account.
In the layout option, we consider in the experiments in the next subsection the system
consists of 2 terminals with 6 docks at Aalsmeer, 5 terminals with 2 docks at Schiphol
Airport, which are located on a one-directional loop, and 1 rail terminal with 10 docks
at Hoofddorp (see Figure 2). There is a central vehicle parking at Schiphol Airport and
each terminal has a limited parking capacity. We investigate three different patterns of
transportation flows, with the following characteristics:
1. The transportation flows are reasonably distributed over all origin-destination pairs.
In this case, the system requires about 120 vehicles to ensure acceptable service levels.
2. Most transports are between two locations: the flower auction and the rail terminal.
Therefore, most traffic is on one route, which should make the vehicle planning
rather easy. The total number of transports is larger than in the previous case and
the distance between the flower auction and the rail terminal is the longest distance
in the system; this causes that 200 vehicles are needed.
3. Peak levels in transportation flows move quickly from one route to another, which
means that it is essential to anticipate heavily fluctuating transportation demands.
To guarantee acceptable service levels 165 vehicles are used.
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Makespan Late jobs
Case Nodes Arcs GC Time Path Time Heur Path Heur Path
Case 1 3,338.3 9,742.1 0.03 0.01 232.3 230.1 23.3 22.6
Case 2 5,311.6 15,438.4 0.08 0.01 274.3 258.1 168.1 151.7
Case 3 5,236.9 15,271.7 0.05 0.01 231.4 230.3 25.9 24.0
Table 1: Average results for the scheduling instances.
Makespan Late jobs
Case Nodes Arcs GC Time Path Time Heur Path Heur Path
Case 1 5,066 15,340 0.08 0.02 300 289 199 199
Case 2 9,944 29,877 0.22 0.05 482 421 609 571
Case 3 6,636 19,852 0.08 0.02 273 272 121 116
Table 2: Maximum result values for the scheduling instances.
5.2 Results
For the OLS case mentioned above, a simulation model in eM-plant is available (cf.
Ebben [7]). Using this model, we simulated 30 days for each of the 3 mentioned cases.
Each 30 minutes of simulation time, the simulation model saves the current status infor-
mation to a database. This information primarily concerns the current vehicle activities
(current load, position, and destination) and the available orders. This database is then
used as input for making a schedule. We start with applying the event-based heuristic,
which may result in a non-feasible schedule. From this schedule, we use the found se-
quences to construct a graph in which we perform a longest path calculation to determine
the timing of each transportation (see Section 4). The schedule is then saved to the same
database and read by the simulation model which then follows this schedule for the next 30
minutes. After that, new status information is saved to the database and a new schedule
is constructed. In this way, we generate 1441 scheduling instances for each of the three
cases.
Table 1 shows scheduling results for the generated instances. The column ‘Nodes’ shows
the average number of nodes in the constructed graph, whereas the column ‘Arcs’ specifies
the average number of arcs in this graph. The column ‘GC Time’ gives the average time (in
seconds) to construct the graph (using a computer with an AMD Athlon 1800+ processor
and 512 MB of memory). Column ‘Path Time’ shows the average time (in seconds) to do
the longest path calculations (using the same computer). The columns under ‘Makespan’
give the average makespan in minutes for the event-based heuristic (column ‘Heur’) and
for the schedule based on the longest path calculations (column ‘Path’). Analogously, the
next two columns present this data for the average number of late jobs. Table 2 shows the
same results, but now for the maximum found values instead of averages.
¿From Tables 1 and 2, we conclude that most of the required computation time is spent
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on the construction of the graph and that the time for the longest path calculations is
small. Therefore, we see good possibilities to use our model in local search methods. In
these methods, the local changes imply small changes in the graph (which can be realised
by updates instead of complete new constructions) after which the consequences of the
changes can be evaluated by (fast) longest path calculations.
The final schedule is on average and on the maximum always better than the heuristic
solution (on makespan and on the number of late jobs). A detailed analysis of the results
shows that only for 8 (4) instances out of 4,323 the event-based heuristic had a slightly
better makespan (number of late jobs), whereas for 3,413 (2,772) instances the final sched-
ule is better. Therefore, apart from correcting infeasibilities, the final schedule improves
the solution quality.
6 Model extensions
The graph representation of a transportation system as presented in this paper has proven
to be flexible with respect to incorporating practical extensions. In this section, we will
discuss some possible extensions.
In Section 2, we discussed that one of the characteristics of a parking is whether vehicles
have to leave the parking in a FIFO order or not. In the OLS case, parkings have an
additional characteristic. For each parking it is given what type of vehicles can use this
parking: Empty vehicles, loaded vehicles, or both. This feature is easily incorporated in
the model by taking care of this in the heuristic. The heuristic produces then in- and
outsequences for the parkings taking into account the load status of the vehicles. These
sequences are used to perform the longest path calculations.
The second extension in the OLS case is more difficult. Due to the large costs of building
underground tubes, in the current plans for the track layout, the connection between
Schiphol and Aalsmeer will be a single track to be used in both directions. This means
that when a vehicle traveling from Schiphol to Aalsmeer enters the tube, only upon arrival
of this vehicle in Aalsmeer another vehicle can enter the tube traveling from Aalsmeer to
Schiphol. Therefore, we have to decide when to open a track for vehicles traveling in a
certain direction. We modeled this bidirectional track as a terminal (in which important
decisions have to be made). A terminal can consist of docks and parkings, but now also of a
bidirectional track. Associated with each bidirectional track, there are two FIFO parkings
(one for each direction). For the bidirectional track, we consider now two insequences and
one outsequence. Each insequence represents the vehicle arrivals in one direction. The
outsequence represents the order in which the vehicles use the bidirectional track. If two
consecutive vehicles in the outsequence travel in the same direction, then there should be
a small safety time between them. If two consecutive vehicles travel in opposite directions,
then there should be a large ‘safety time’ between them: The first vehicle has to travel the
complete track before the second vehicle can enter it. As done in Section 3 for the other
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terminals, we can derive for this new type of terminal a procedure, which checks the local
feasibility of the sequences and a procedure which creates the timing restrictions resulting
from the sequence. Furthermore, the event-based heuristic has to be enlarged with the
event of an arrival at a ’bidirectional terminal’ and a procedure that determines when the
track can be used for transports in a certain direction.
Load and unload times at the servers of a dock may depend on the goods that are loaded or
unloaded. For example, large loads may require more load time than small loads. This can
easily be incorporated by varying the length of the arcs between the node for the arrival
of a vehicle at a dock and the node for the next departure of this vehicle at this dock.
Sometimes, (parts of) loads are consolidated at a terminal to a ‘new’ load. This means that
there are precedence relations between the arrival of the loads that will be consolidated
and the departure of the consolidated load. This can easily be incorported in the model by
adding arcs between the nodes associated with the arrival of the loads that will be consol-
idated and the node associated with the departure of the consolidated load. Furthermore,
if the consolation decisions have to be made within the model, the solution representation
does not change; only, the heuristic has to be adapted.
The above discussion shows that the introduced concept of dealing with transportation
systems with restricted capacities is quite general and can be adapted to more general
systems: If in a transportation system a decision structure comes up, where the local
restrictions on feasibility and timing can be expressed by in- and outsequences, these
structures can be integrated in the presented approach.
7 Conclusions and further research
We presented a model that is able to deal with a broad class of capacitated transportation
systems for integral scheduling. In this model, a solution is represented by sequences for
the arrivals at and the departures from a location. Based on these sequences, a timing
of the transports can be determined. We showed how the model can be extended to deal
with several practical extensions of the general problem.
Experiments have shown that the computational effort for constructing a graph that rep-
resents a solution and the longest path calculation in this graph are very small. Moreover,
since in almost all cases the final schedule improves the solution of the event-based heuris-
tic, we may state that our structural solution representation has high value in modeling
capacitated transportation systems.
Future research may include a local search approach in which the neighborhood structure
is based on changes in the sequences. The effect of a change in a sequence can then be
evaluated easily by performing a longest path calculation on the resulting graph. For
example for the OLS case, it is also interesting how this approach performs in a rolling
horizon environment where new orders arrive and all kinds of disturbances may occur. An
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important question is then what a good strategy is for rescheduling the system.
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